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The European medicines regulatory network

Closely-coordinated regulatory network of national competent authorities (~50) in the
Member States of the European Economic Area (EEA) working together with the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) and the European Commission
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How are medicines approved?

Centralised procedure (via EMA)
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Which medicines are approved through the centralised procedure?
The centralised procedure is compulsory for human medicines containing a new active substance to treat:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
cancer
diabetes
neurodegenerative diseases
auto-immune and other immune dysfunctions
viral diseases
medicines derived from biotechnology processes, such as genetic engineering
advanced-therapy medicines, such as gene-therapy, somatic cell-therapy or tissue-engineered medicines

• orphan medicines (medicines for rare diseases)
• veterinary medicines for use as growth or yield enhancers
It is optional for other medicines:
• containing new active substances for indications other than those stated above
• that are a significant therapeutic, scientific or technical innovation
• whose authorisation would be in the interest of public or animal health at EU level
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Personalised medicine and regulatory science: Background
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Personalised medicine: direction of travel
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Stable genomics:
Single nucleotide
Polymorphisms
Haplotype mapping
Genome sequencing
Genome editing

Preclinical
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Modified from Source: “Personalized Medicine: Current and Future
Perspectives,” Patricia Deverka, MD, Duke University, Institute for
Genome Sciences and Policy; and Rick J. Carlson, JD, University of
Washington
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Mice research integrated in a modern «pre-clinical» science space
Omics sciences and Genome editing for personalised medicines:
New targets discovery, new pathways, new biomarkers, comparative omics
Preservation of molecular pathways, in and off treatment, receptors distribution and prediction of effects
Genome editing on target and off target effects, environmental factors (including medicines) epigenetic impact and downstream
consequences
Transgenic mice and the “avatar” mouse trials
Patient-derived iPSC/cell lines: integrate methods relying on individual patient material both for early efficacy testing (e.g. to test
drug combinations or support Proof of concept for histology-agnostic trials in oncology or treatment sequence for emergence of
resistance ;
Use of in silico software for risk assessment – the most advanced field is genotoxicity testing; there has also been progress in the
development of in-silico models of cardiotoxicity
Non-clinical: Computer-based models for PK/ADME prediction and translation in to PBPK modelling
Use of organs-on-chip methodology to complement current test systems and increase the value of weight-of-evidence approaches to
address uncertainties in risk assessment.

Systems biology and –omics approaches probably should integrate and complement current testing
methods to increase the level of information (both qualitatively and quantitatively) that can be
obtained by the classical non-clinical tests.
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Mice research integrated in a modern «pre-clinical» science space

oCriteria for regulatory acceptance
1. demonstration of method validation
2. demonstration that the new or substitute method or
testing strategy provides either new data that fill a recognised gap
or data that are at least as useful as, and preferably better
than those obtained using existing methods.
3. demonstration of adequate testing of medicinal products
under real-life conditions (human and veterinary) which can be
generated through the safe harbour process
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Mice research integrated in a modern «pre-clinical» science space
1. Demonstration of method validation
–

defined test methodology/standard protocol with clear defined/scientifically sound
endpoints

–

reliability

–

relevance

The information needed and the criteria applied will depend on:
– regulatory and scientific rationale for the use of the method,
– type of method being evaluated (e.g. existing test, new method),
– proposed uses of the method (e.g. mechanistic, total or partial replacement, as part of
a testing strategy),
– mechanistic basis for the test and its relationship to the effect(s) of interest,
– history of use of the test method, if any, within the scientific and regulatory
communities
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“EMA

wants to move to a new level of

collaboration with academia. Science is
progressing fast and we see an unprecedented level
of complexity in the development and evaluation of
new medicine. Academia play an important role
in helping the EU medicines regulatory network
to keep abreast of the opportunities and challenges
brought by science and to have access to the right
expertise to evaluate these innovative medicines.
Interaction with EU regulators and a better
understanding of the regulatory environment
can help academia translate their discoveries
into patient-focused medicines. I believe that
working more closely together will bring great
Guido Rasi, EMA Executive
Director
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benefits to public health”.

Framework of collaboration with academia
Objectives

3

1
To raise awareness of
the mandate and work
of the European
medicines regulatory
network

2
To promote and further
develop the regulatory
support to foster the
translation of academic
research into novel
methodologies and
medicinal products
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To ensure that the best
scientific expertise
and academic research
are available to
regulatory processes

4
To collaborate on
relevant areas of
research relating to
regulatory science

Framework of collaboration with academia
Methodology
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Academia web pages
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Did you know? Support at national level

Support and advice to medicines development at National level
•

National Competent Authorities (NCAs) are responsible for specific areas
•

Good Lab Practices, Clinical trial authorisation, hospital exemption, compassionate use, etc.

•

NCAs provide scientific advice (H/V)

•

Depending on the NCA there can be specific schemes/services

•

EU-Innovation Network (EU-IN) (H) *

(fees might apply)

 Network of 23 Innovation Offices and EMA

(fees might apply)

(co-chair)

 Specifically set up to support medicine innovation and early development of new
medicines (specific support to academics)
 Identify challenging issues from emerging innovation to be further discussed in scientific advice
 Orientation towards the right competencies inside the NCA and at EU level
 Meetings for most innovative projects
17
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Did you know? Support at EMA level

Research and development: early development advice services
at EU level (EMA)
•Innovation task force safe harbour
(H&V)*

•Scientific advice (H&V)
•Paediatric investigation plan (PIP) (H) *
•Qualification of novel methodologies (H)
•Orphan medicine designation *
(follows protocol assistance, fee reductions, market

•Advanced therapy medicinal product
classification (H) *
•Regulatory and administrative assistance for
small-and medium-sized enterprises – SMEs
(H&V) *
•PRIME scheme (PRIority Medicines) (H)
•EU-Innovation Network (EU-IN) (H) *

exclusivity)(H)
* No fee applied
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What to keep in mind: time and potential fees
(Note on fees payable to EMA and exemptions)
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Did you know? Qualification of Novel Methodologies
• Advice or opinions on the regulatory validity and acceptability of
a specific use of a proposed method in R&D context (in nonclinical and clinical studies)
• Voluntary, scientific pathway for innovative methods or drug
development tools (e.g. biomarkers) not yet integrated in the
drug development and clinical management paradigm
• Joint qualification EMA/FDA can be requested
• One procedure with clear outcomes:
– Letter of support, OR
– Qualification Advice, OR
– Qualification Opinion

Long-term benefits from EMA perspective: Speed-up the time to regulatory acceptance
of novel approaches and time to new marketing authorisations, improve public health
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http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/regulation/document_listing/document_listing_000319.jsp&mid=WC0b01ac0580022bb0#section3

Did you know? Qualification of Novel Methodologies

14 Letters of Support have been issued, 4 related
to safety markers;
13 Qualification Opinions have been published
http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pag
es/regulation/document_listing/document_listing_00
0319.jsp&mid=WC0b01ac0580022bb0
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Did you know? Non clinical data and orphan medicinal products (OMPs)

Cystic Fibrosis: evidence
for 44 OMPs designation
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Did you know? Genomics, development, authorisation of novel medicines

2017: 60% Novel trials include BMs
(mostly enrichment/stratification)
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Personalised Medicine, EMA

In summary
•

Research in the pre-clinical space is progressing rapidly along with technologies and
new sciences: regulators expect that the scientific knowledge and the associated
methods will support timely development of safe and effective new therapies

•

Regulatory requirements can appear complex, but platforms for dialogue and
guidance is readily available for innovators: new framework for Academia

•

Regulatory support is available both at national and EU level

•

Regulatory awareness and considerations can tangibly enhance the impact of your
research programme

•

Consider that time and capacity need to be counted in to fully incorporate regulatory
input: open the dialogue early
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Thanks for your attention
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